
 “Quality is everyone’s responsibility and we should never stop getting better”  

W.E. Deming 

This leaflet provides an overview of the teaching sessions and activities offered by the 

Sheffield MCA. 

The Sheffield MCA Coaching Programme 

The key elements are: 

 5 x half day, 1 x 3 day and 1 full day teaching sessions in Sheffield. 

 Assigned expert faculty support for each coach on the course. 

 Experiential learning - participants coach a team over the course of the programme 

and beyond , usually 18-24 months. 

 Progress reporting - participants submit monthly progress reports to which the MCA 

faculty provide feedback and guidance. 

 MCA website provides a platform for communication with coaches including non 

public facing coaching pages to submit work and feedback. 

The Sheffield Microsystem Coaching Academy (MCA) is the 

first in the UK. Our primary aim is to train coaches within the 

Sheffield healthcare system to help front line teams make 

improvements and build quality improvement  capability. The 

MCA coaching programme is a 6 month course aimed at 

developing coaches with the QI and coaching skills to work 

with front line teams. 

MCA Improvement Collaboratives 

In addition to the coaching programme the MCA supports 

improvement by running themed collaboratives.  To date 

collaboratives have been run across Wards, Outpatients and 

at Weston Park Cancer Hospital.  These aim to—   

 To support a number of microsystem teams to improve care for the patients they 

serve over a year long programme. 

 To build quality improvement capability with the staff so that quality improvements 

can be maintained and improvement becomes continuous during this period. 

 To support and develop new MCA coaches working in by buddying them with  

experienced coaches. 

 To create an opportunity for teams within teams to learn from each other, share  

improvements and good ideas to accelerate the rate of improvement for  

patients. 

‘A one page book’ 

Sheffield Microsystem  

Coaching Academy 
Interested in any of the MCA sessions?      

Please contact us! 

For more information please contact the team — 

 

MCA Coaching Programme 

Jim Chapman, MCA Manager STH 0114 2713185 jim.chapman@sth.nhs.uk 

Jude Stone (Sheffield Children’s) 0114 3053067   jude.stone@sch.nhs.uk 

Jo Evans (SHSCT)    0114 2261932  jo.evans@shsc.nhs.uk  

 

MCA Improving FLOW 

Nick Miller              0114 2268255 nick.miller@sth.nhs.uk 

Sarah Davies    0114 2268415 sarah.davies4@sth.nhs.uk 

 

MCA Introduction to QI Courses 

Jessica Huntington    0114 2268928 jessica.huntington@sth.nhs.uk 

 

MCA Leadership Team 

Dr. Tom Downes    0114 2711591 tom.downes@sth.nhs.uk 

Steve Harrison     0114 2713698 steve.harrison@sth.nhs.uk   

 Want to become an MCA coach? Go to our MCA website and apply here:                         

http://www.sheffieldmca.org.uk/become_a_coach  

we will contact you & arrange next steps. 

 Interested in MCA Improving FLOW?  We are looking to hear from staff wanting to 

develop as coaches and care pathways wanting to improve flow—Please  

contact Nick Miller at nick.miller@sth.nhs.uk 

 Interested in our Quality Improvement Courses and Measurement for  

Improvement?- Please see all courses & dates on our website http://

www.sheffieldmca.org.uk/introduction_to_quality_improvement or contact  Jessica 

Huntington: jessica.huntington@sth.nhs.uk 

@sheffieldmca 

Visit our website:  www.sheffieldmca.org.uk 

http://www.sheffieldmca.org.uk/become_a_coach
mailto:nick.miller@sth.nhs.uk
http://www.sheffieldmca.org.uk/introduction_to_quality_improvement
http://www.sheffieldmca.org.uk/introduction_to_quality_improvement
mailto:jessica.huntington@sth.nhs.uk
https://twitter.com/SheffieldMCA?lang=en-gb
http://www.sheffieldmca.org.uk/


MCA Improving FLOW 

The MCA also offers a one year intensive action learning 

coaching course centred around improving flow.  Improving 

Flow builds on learning from a previous Health Foundation 

funded programmes; Flow Cost Quality, which was run in 

Sheffield and Warwick from 2010, and the Microsystems 

Coaching Academy.  It Involves— 

 11 monthly face-to-face teaching sessions.  

 Subgroup support with assigned faculty leader. 

 Online communication platform including pages to submit work and feedback. 

 Training in quality improvement basics for the care pathway team. 

 The Improving Flow curriculum follows the established ‘Assess, Diagnose, Treat, 

Review’ framework which is used in the Sheffield MCA, as well as a new pathway 

assessment tool ‘The 5 Vs’ and the ‘Big Room’ concept. 

 The Flow Roadmap provides a flexible outline of steps the coaches and pathway 

team can expect to move through.   
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MCA Measurement for Improvement 

An interactive day long course where participants 

will learn some of the basics for measurement for 

improvement. The day is split into learning the 

theory followed by a practical session on how to 

create run charts and pivot tables, and is  

designed to compliment the other MCA courses 

and support teams and coaches measuring  

improvement.  Topics include— 
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 Measurement basics—Data collection, operational definitions, chart selection. 

 Measuring PDSA cycles, types of variation and using Run Charts. 

 Variation and Queue simulation. 

 Excel practical creating run charts and pivot tables. 

“One of the best 

courses I have ever  

attended” 

“The content has really  

challenged my thinking” 

“Very clear teaching style. Well pre-

pared step by step instructions, support 

and take away information “ 

“Enjoyed it. I like the fact that it is 

both 'theoretical' and practical “ 

“I thought the whole of the 2 days was 

very interesting and thought provoking. 

The content was well delivered by  

people who are obviously passionate 

about the subject. 

 “A great programme, feel it has         

significant value for all in NHS. Love 

the inclusive patient approach - just as 

we should do but often overlook. 

Thank you! “ 

The topics covered are: 

 Systems Thinking 

 The Psychology of Improvement 

 The System of Profound Knowledge 

 Clinical Microsystems 

 Planning Improvement - Aims 

 Process Mapping 

 Generating Change Ideas 

 Measurement for Improvement 

 Variation 

 Time Series Data and Statistical 
Process Control Charts 

 Sustain and Spread 

Introduction to Quality Improvement Courses 

To compliment the MCA the Sheffield Teaching Hospitals' Service Improvement team run 

a regular two day 'Introduction to Quality Improvement Course'.   

The two days are designed to introduce the basics of quality improvement through a  

mixture of presentation, video and practical exercises, and is aimed at anyone who is  

interested in quality improvement, as a leader, a potential MCA coach or as part of an  

improvement team.  

Following interest from staff at other organisations, the Service Improvement team are 

now proud to offer the course to external delegates.  This course has now been approved 

by the Royal College for 10 hours of external non-clinical CPD points.  

The MCA team also offer a one day introduction to QI course aimed at team members 

and leaders working with an MCA or FLOW coach to support their understanding of  

improvement basics and the improvement process. 


